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ABSTRACT
We present a method for improving human design of chairs. The goal of the method is generating
enormous chair candidates in order to facilitate human designer by creating sketches and 3d models
accordingly based on the generated chair design. It consists of an image synthesis module, which
learns the underlying distribution of training dataset, a super-resolution module, which improve
quality of generated image and human involvements. Finally, we manually pick one of the generated
candidates to create a real life chair for illustration.
Keywords GAN · Artificial Intelligence · Deep Learning · AI-Aided Design
1 Introduction
Leveraging the power of artificial intelligence to improve design has been becoming an active research field [1–4].
Different design projects require different personal experience, theories and skills. In this paper, we specifically target
our problem on that how to achieve better chair design in the age of deep neural network?
The first natural question is that how to define a good design of chair? We believe that a good chair design needs to
balance the practicality and creativity. In other words, people can sit on it while enjoying its novel style which consists
of both material (texture) and structure (shape). Therefore, the network must learn the underlying distribution of chairs
so that the samples drawn from it can meet the practical requirement.
The second question is that how to leverage the power of artificial intelligence, especially deep learning [5] methods, to
enhance human creativity and inspiration? Neural style transfer [6, 7] separates image content from style explicitly
so that the network is able to apply style from the style image to a target image. Image to image translation learns a
projection from source domain to target domain [2, 4], which can also be treated as learning style representation in the
context of artistic design. However, separating style from content can only help designers when the shape (content)
of the chair is given. Designing a good chair from scratch implies generating both content and style. Therefore, it’s
necessary to learn the underlying distribution of chairs.
In this paper, we propose a method for improving human design of chairs by generating enormous chair design
candidates sampled from the learned underlying distribution of training data, which can speed up the designing process
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tremendously while maintaining the variety of shapes and textures. After that, human designers can select from chair
design candidates and turn them into reality, as shown in Fig.1. The contribution of this paper is twofold:
1. We present a deep neural network for improving human design of chairs which consists of an image synthesis
module and a super-resolution module.
2. We select one of the candidates as design prototype and create a real life chair based on it. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first physical chair created with the help of deep neural network, which bridges the gap
between AI and design.
Generated Prototype Sketch 3D Model Real Life Chair
⟶ ⟶ ⟶
Figure 1: The pipeline of turning a chair design prototype selected from 320,000 generated image candidates into
sketch, 3D model and finally a real life chair.
2 Related Works
2.1 Generative Adversarial Network
Generative adversarial network [8] has shown us impressive results on image generation [9–12]. During training process,
a generator tries to fool a discriminator which in turn aims to distinguish between generated images and real images.
With adversarial loss [8] that guides the training process, the generator is ultimately capable of learning the underlying
distribution of training data implicitly. Various improvements have been made to improve GAN’s performance by
adopting better objective functions [13, 14], and novel network architectures [10–12]. In this paper, we apply GAN to
learn the chair dataset distribution and the high resolution prior.
2.2 Image to Image Translation
Image to Image translation methods have been successfully applied for style transfer and image super-resolution, which
can be used as a powerful tool for auxiliary design.For style transfer task, CNN based methods learn desired texture
from style domain and transfer it to content domain [6, 7].GAN based methods learn projections between two domains
by cycle consistency loss [2, 15, 16] or by sharing latent space features [3, 4, 17–19]. The application of those methods
can be applied for improving human design. For example, a designer can draw a sketch of skirt and let the network to fill
the texture. However, such methods don’t meet our requirement for the reason that our goal is to design chairs with both
creative shapes and textures. Simply altering color and material of chairs can’t help designers. Image super-resolution
can be viewed as an image to image translation problem that the goal is to learn projection from low resolution domain
to high resolution domain. Johnson [7] introduce perceptual loss [6] to CNN based method. Meanwhile, recent GAN
based method produce state-of-the-art performance [20, 21].
3 Methods
In order to generate chairs with sufficient shape and texture variation while maintaining high resolution, we introduce
the image synthesis module and the super-resolution module to solve those problem respectively. Finally, human
involvements are necessary to turn a chair design prototype and a sketch into reality. The complete pipeline of our
proposed method is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The network architecture of our proposed method which consists of the image synthesis module, super-
resolution module and human involvement. Two modules are trained separately and the super-resolution module serves
as a high resolution image prior which is fine-tuned on newly created chair dataset.
3.1 Image Synthesis Module
The goal of image synthesis module is to learn chair data distribution and sample from it. We denote chair data
distribution as x ∼ pchair(x) and 100-dimensional Uniformed random noise z ∼ pZ(z). We apply adversarial loss [8]
to constrain the training process. For generator G and discriminator D, we express the objective as:
LgenGAN (G,D) = min
G
max
D
Ex∼pchair(x)[logD(x)]+
Ez∼pZ(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))]
(1)
WhereG tries to generate imageG(z) that is indistinguishable from discriminatorD. At the same time, the discriminator
D aims to distinguish between real chair samples x with generated images G(x). Therefore, G tries to minimize the
objective while D tries to maximize it. With the guidance of adversarial loss and the power of fully convolutional
networks, the generator can learn the shape and texture of chair distribution ultimately. Figure 3 show the generated
images.
3.2 Super-Resolution Module
The super-resolution module serves as a higher resolution image prior which learns the projection from low quality
images to their corresponding high quality images. Since we specifically target our task on chair image generation, in
order to obtain a better generated chair quality, we create a low and high resolution dataset of chairs by downscaling the
corresponding image.
We apply adversarial loss and perceptual content loss [6, 7] to generate higher resolution images. Let yhr and ylr be
images from high resolution domain and corresponding low resolution domain. Gsr and Dsr be the generator and
discriminator of super-resolution module. The adversarial loss function is:
LsrGAN (Gsr, Dsr) =
min
Gsr
max
Dsr
Eyhr∼ptrain(yhr)[logDsr(ysr)]+
Eylr∼pGsr (ylr)[log(1−Dsr(Gsr(ylr)))]
(2)
The difference between a high resolution image yhr and super-resolution image Gsr(ylr) is measured by perceptual
content loss given a pretrained VGG19 network [22]:
Lsrcontent/i,j(Gsr) =
1
Wi,jHi,j
Wi,j∑
k=1
Hi,j∑
l=1
{
φi,j(yhr)k,l
−φi,j [Gsr(ylr)]k,l
}2 (3)
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Where φi,j is the feature response of ith layer and jth filter. Wij and Hji indicate the dimensions of the respective
feature maps of VGG19 network.
Figure 3: a) Generated chair design candidates at 256 × 256 resolution. The training dataset size is around 38,000
b) Generated chair images with 1000 training data. Increasing training dataset size leads to better learned implicit
distribution which is represented by sampled images.
3.3 AI Aided Chair Design and Realization
It is necessary for human involvements that turn a generated 2d image prototype into a sketch, a 3d model and ultimately
a real life chair. After the generation of 320,000 chair candidates, we spend few ours on final chair prototype selection.
Compared with traditional time-consuming chair design process, our method speed up the process dramatically while
keeping creativity and originality.
Figure 4: 3D model created based on AI-aided chair design prototype.
4 Implementations
Dataset: Around 38,000 chair images scraped from Pinterest for the image synthesis module. We downscale the images
by a factor of 4 for fine-tuning the image super-resolution network.
Network Architecture: The overall architecture is shown in Fig 2. For image synthesis we adopt DCGAN [9]
architecture whose generator consists of a series of 4 fractional-strided convolutions with batch normalization [23] and
rectified activation [24] applied. And the discriminator has a mirrored network structure with strided convolutions and
leaky rectified activation [25] instead. For super-resolution we adopt the architecture of SRGAN [20] with i = 5, j = 4
for perceptual content loss Lsrcontent/5,4 .
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Training: We used 2 GTX1080Ti GPUs to train the image synthesis module for 200 epochs with mini-batch size of
128, learning rate of 0.0002 and Adam [26] with β1 = 0.9 . Two modules are trained separately. In order to improve
super-resolution performance on chair data, we fine-tuned SRGAN on downscaled chair dataset.
5 Results
We generate 320,000 chair design candidate at 256×256 resolution (Fig 3) and spend few hours on selecting candidates
as prototype. Finally, a real life chair is made based on the 2d sketch and 3d model of a prototype (Figure 5).
Figure 5: Real life chair created based on AI-aided chair design prototype.
6 Conclusion
We proposed a method for improving chair design, which consists of an image synthesis module, a super-resolution
module and human involvement. It can speed up the designing process tremendously while balancing the practicality
and creativity. The generated chair design candidates shows variety of shapes and textures. We finally illustrate our
method by selecting one of the candidates as design prototype and create an AI-aided real life chair.
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